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Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 

When do deep patterns change? 

 



Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 

Language A Language B 

Autonomous Networked 

Stable Transitory 



Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 

High-dimensional space 



Tipping points? 



Shallow Dutch lakes 

Fertilizer runoff  Turbid lake 

Remove fish 

Zooplankton 

 recover 

Sediment  

settles  

Reduce fertilizer                        Still turbid ? 

Clear lake 

But lakes are pretty simple… 

what about more complex  systems?  

Nonlinear?  



A coupled social-ecological system 



Centuries to construct…disintegrate without constant labor 



A Balinese gene for cooperation? If not, how does this 

work? 



Phosphate in 

Indonesian volcanos: 

In irrigation water: 



Steep, fissured landscape 
Requires tunnels & canals to bring 

nutrient-rich waters to paddies 



Farmers who share water 

from the same source 

form a “subak”- 
at least 1000 years old 



Subaks capture irrigation water from rivers and springs 



Water is used 

to control 

rice pests… 
Insects 

Rats 

Disease

s 
 
Synchronized 

harvests  

remove pest 

habitat 



Nothing left 

for pests to 

eat! 
 



Example: 

Farmers in  4 upper 

subaks rate their 

subak’s condition  

higher than farmers 

in 4 lower subaks 

 

Subaks vary in their ability to cooperate 



Dictator Game to assess cooperation 



Worse condition-> give less 

Offers (gifts) in the Dictator Game 

               Subak Condition    

Game 

Offers 

Lower 

subaks 



               Subak Condition    

Game 

Offers 

Upper  

subaks 

Worse condition 

-> give more 

These dynamics would be averaged out 

(invisible)  under equilibrium assumptions 

Offers (gifts) in the Dictator Game 
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Responses to: 

How effective are sanctions  by my subak? 

SUBAKS         SUBAKS LOWER           UPPER 



LOWER UPPER
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Proportion of land-owners vs sharecroppers in subaks 

               LOWER           UPPER 
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Average is identical 

But effects are very 

different in the 2 

groups 



Upper subaks Lower subaks 

PCA 1 & 2: 90.9%  PCA 1 & 2: 94.4%  

Class 

Class 

Efficacy of Sanctions 

Efficacy of Sanctions 



2 basins of 

attraction 
Attractors emerge for 

social dynamics 

within subaks Significant at 

4 sigma 

Muddling through 

Perfection 

Insert Ashley version 

Then ask “how to change?” Perfection 

Muddling through 



Attractors emerge for 

social dynamics 

within subaks 
Transition path 



Borrow from physics  to analyze transition paths between 

regimes… 

Replace energy 

with information 

Find local 

minima 

Hessian matrix of the free energy well =inverse of covariance matrix of subaks=Fisher 

Information 

Then 

transition 

path 

thanks to NTU physicists Lock Yue Chew & Siew Ann Cheong  



First PC of free 

energy well for A 

First PC of free 

energy well for B 

Transition path crossing saddle point 



Transition path between upper (A) and lower (B) subaks 

Is dominated by efficacy of sanctions and ability to 

mobilize labor  



Similar 

basins 

emerge for 

another 17 

subaks 

Transition path dominated by class 

and  % sharecroppers 

Alternate Stable States in a Social-Ecological System. 

 Working Papers of the Santa Fe Institute 12-08-012.  



Are subaks autonomous? 



Are subaks autonomous? 



Each subak 

manages its own 

canal and 

terraces. 

But they also 

coordinate with 

other subaks. 

A B 

C 

Are subaks autonomous? 



by Julia Watson 

Ritual timing by water temples provides control. 

Local to global effects? 



Symbols denote 

cropping schedules 

(star= plant rice 

 in Jan and  July)  

Emergence of a global attractor 



Symbols denote 

cropping schedules 

(star= plant rice 

 in Jan and  July)  

 

Emergence of a global attractor 

• Computer chooses random 

assortment of cropping plans 

for 172 subaks 

• Then simulates one year 

 Irrigation, pests, harvests 

• Subaks compare their 

harvest with 4 closest 

neighbors 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

If a neighbor did better, copy his 

crop plan - otherwise keep 

the old one 

Then simulate another year… 
 

Symbols denote 

cropping schedules 

(star= plant rice 

 in Jan and  July)  

 

Emergence of a global attractor 



Actual historic water temple patterns 

Average harvest 

Year one:  randomized 

cropping schedules 

Average harvest - 4.9 

tons/hectare 

Emergence of a global attractor 



Actual historic water temple patterns 

Average harvest 

Year one:  randomized 

cropping schedules 

Average harvest - 4.9 

tons/hectare 

Year 10: synchronized 

regions appear 

Average harvest - 8.57 

tons/hectare 

Emergence of a global attractor 



Year one:  randomized 

cropping schedules 

Average harvest - 4.9 

tons/hectare 

Year 10: synchronized 

regions appear 

Average harvest - 8.57 

tons/hectare 

Actual water temple  

networks 

Emergence of a global attractor 



Actual historic water temple patterns 

Average harvest 

Every farmer’s harvest 

improves to near  maximum 

No reason to be jealous 

 

Variance in yields -> 0 
 

SAME               WORSE        



Actual historic water temple patterns 

Average harvest 

Growing temple networks… 

k= comparison group 

approach global optima 



Actual historic water temple patterns 

Average harvest 

A single attractor 

for networks 

emerges from 

pest-water 

dynamics 

Triggering ongoing cooperation 

games in each subak 

Which (in our data) settle down 

 into 2 basins of attraction 

(perfection &  “muddling 

through”) 

Any other evidence? 

So…are subaks autonomous? 



Everyone plant as often as 

possible, no coordination by 

water temple networks 
 

Invisibility 
Remember the “Green Revolution”? 

Results: like running our 

simulation model in 

reverse 

“pest explosions”  

& “chaos” in irrigation 



Actual historic water temple patterns 

Average harvest 

‘”Substitution of the “high 

technology and bureaucratic” 

solution in the event proved 

counter-productive, 

and was the major factor behind 

the yield and cropped area 

declines. . . 

Niche construction on Bali: the gods of the countryside. 

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B  (2011) 366, 927-934 

The cost of the lack of 

appreciation of the merits of the 

traditional regime has been 

high” 
 
  -Final evaluation report 

  Asian Development 

Bank 



Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 



Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 

-not detectible under equilibrium assumptions 

-transitions between low-dimensional “islands of order” 

-equilibrium (single, point attractors) are probably rare 

 in the social world 

-we don’t notice low-dimensional attractors (they look like 

noise) 



Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 

Functional 

role of 

water 

temple 

networks 

was 

invisible 

Still a 

problem… 

-we don’t notice low-dimensional attractors (they look like 

noise) 



Islands  of  order 
low-dimensional 
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Managing 
our 
LTER… 

Are the water temple networks 

unique? 

Or just invisible without the 

“complexity” lens? 

Julia Watson will describe 

plans to bring them into focus 

in a new UNESCO World 

Heritage: 

the “Subak Landscape of 

Bali” 

They nearly vanished un-

noticed in the 1980’s… 



Indonesia 
 

Bali 
 

Borneo Dipterocarp 
forests of        
Borneo 

 ~470 species 

Lisa Curran’s research in Borneo 

Curran, L. M.,  et al. 2004. Lowland forest loss in protected areas of Indonesian Borneo. Science 303:1000-1003 



Indonesia 
 

Bali 
 

El Niño Southern Oscillation 



We knew:  

ENSO changes weather patterns 

We didn’t know: 

Trees use ENSO as a signal 
 



We didn’t know: 

Trees use ENSO as a signal 
 

ENSO triggers a mast 



Trade-offs: Highly competitive 

seedling environment with closely 

related congeners  

1991 mast:  

155,824 +/- SE 36,764 sdls ha-1 

No fruits, seeds 

for predators 

ENSO triggers a mast 

Mast-> too many 

seedlings for  predators to 

consume all 



No fruits, seeds 

for predators 

Like Balinese water temples! 

Mast-> too many 

seedlings for  predators to 

consume all 



But plans for forest reserves 

based  on resident 

predators, not ENSO pulses. 

 

Lisa Curran: seedlings suffer 

99% mortality- 

 

Dipterocarps cannot 

reproduce 



Now ENSO triggers 

fires, not 

regeneration 

1997 fires 



Now ENSO triggers 

fires, not 

regeneration 

 

Indonesia is now the 

3rd largest carbon 

emitter after the US 

and China. 

(mostly from burning 

forests) 

1997 fires 



1997 fires 

“Hidden Order” 

 -John Holland 

BALI 

BORNEO 

What else are we missing? 
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